Early multiple sclerosis is characterized by immune-associated demyelination of CNS axons. In a recent Neurology ® article, Maranzano et al. evaluated MRI scans of patients with early multiple sclerosis to study the evolution of leukocortical lesions. Their novel data suggest that acute inflammation after blood-brain barrier leakage may contribute to gray matter cortical lesions in early multiple sclerosis.
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic neuroinflammatory and neurodegenerative disease that affects approximately 2.5 million people in the United States. 1 Challenges with efficacy of existing drugs suggest the need for better understanding of mechanisms underlying MS. Demyelination of axons within the CNS, a hallmark of MS, is likely induced or worsened by inflammation. 1 Due to technical limitations, white matter MS lesions have been easier to detect, but gray matter also appears susceptible to early inflammatory pathology. Indeed, leukocortical lesions, which are combined gray and white matter inflammatory lesions, and cortical demyelination can precede or co-present with meningeal inflammation. 2 However, there remains an incomplete understanding about the temporal dynamics of leukocortical lesion development in MS.
In a recent article published in Neurology ® , Maranzano et al. 3 compiled MRI scans of patients with early MS to better understand the evolution of these inflammatory cortical lesions (CLs). They reveal the dynamics of gray matter pathology during early MS, laying a foundation for identifying targets for ameliorating CL development and disease progression/severity.
Hypothesis and design
Do patients with early MS present with inflammatory lesions involving blood-brain barrier (BBB) breakdown in the cortical gray matter? This study aimed to discover whether patients with early MS present with CLs enhanced with gadolinium, which would suggest leukocortical lesions (lesions associated with BBB damage). CLs are prevalent in many cases of endstage MS-but they could influence cortical pathology in early MS. In this observational, retrospective, longitudinal analysis, Maranzano et al. studied 1,188 MRI scans of 75 patients with early MS. Patients were scanned monthly over 12-24 months, enabling systematic study of individual CLs over time.
Methods

Study design
The study cohort was defined from individuals within the Betaseron vs Copaxone in Multiple Sclerosis with TripleDose Gadolinium and 3T MRI Endpoints (BECOME) study. 3 Individuals with early relapsing-remitting MS and clinically isolated syndromes (CIS) suggestive of MS received one of 2 immunomodulatory treatments (interferon-β-1b or glatiramer acetate). For each MRI, individuals received a triple dose (i.e., 3× cumulative dose of a typical single dose, over 2 injections) of gadolinium to enhance lesion detection rate.
MRI acquisition and analysis
Individuals were scanned monthly for 1-2 years (85% retention) to obtain T1-weighted images after gadolinium injection. Precontrast and postcontrast images revealed gadoliniumenhancing lesions. One specialist analyzed MRI scans for potential CLs by overlaying masks for enhancing lesions and cortex. Another specialist quantified binary CL voxel masks. Lesions were assessed in all 3 planes, and in linked precontrast and postcontrast injection images. Gadolinium-enhancing CLs were validated using stringent criteria, including minimum voxel size, hyperintensity in postcontrast T1-weighted image, and hyperintensity using another MRI sequence.
Results
Of the 1,188 scans analyzed during initial scan acquisition, 144 scans potentially contained gadolinium-enhancing lesions involving the cortex. Within these cases, 120 lesions affected the cortex (120 CLs out of 1,134 total lesions: 6% of total enhancing lesions). Of these CLs, 95% were found to be type I leukocortical lesions (with clear involvement of subcortical white matter), whereas only 5% were type II intracortical lesions (entirely within the gray matter). Remarkably, 27 of the 75 patients in the study demonstrated cortical enhancement, representing 36% of the patient population. Of particular interest to the investigators was the pattern of leukocortical lesions over time. Of the 52 lesions evaluated for longitudinal persistence, 27 (52%) enhanced for less than 30 days, 6 (11%) lasted between 30 and 60 days, 1 (2%) lasted between 60 and 90 days, and 1 (2%) lasted between 120 and 180 days. In addition to identifying the relatively transient nature of these lesions, radiologic evidence of lesion resolution was assessed. Using multiple MRI modalities of serial images, the authors found that 29% of enhancing lesions resolved completely without evidence of persistent damage on follow-up scans. Seventeen percent of lesions left subtle hyperintense signal that was only identifiable as an MS lesion when retrospectively compared to previous scans of larger lesions. Finally, 54% of enhancing lesions that resolved remained notably hyperintense despite the absence of gadolinium.
Interpretation
Researchers detected enhancing lesions affecting the cortex and surrounding white matter. Gray matter lesions often present with BBB disruption. 4 These findings suggest there may be acute inflammation in MS CL development. Future studies should explore how enhancing lesions relate to acute inflammation, other CL types, and neurodegeneration.
CLs have been recently implicated in end-stage MS using histology; however, it remained unclear whether CLs in early MS exhibit inflammation solely due to local CNS pathology or if these CLs also involve early BBB breakdown. This study reveals new information about CLs and whether acute inflammation occurs in CLs of patients with early MS.
Strengths of the study Study design
The retrospective, longitudinal, observational analysis was a valuable choice for the study design. The longitudinal analysis of patients allowed for representation of CL progression in early MS, which is unique as most CL research is conducted postmortem. Monthly MRI scanning over 2 years with an 85% retention and 88% compliance rate supports the validity of the results.
Triple gadolinium dosing strategy
Three doses of gadolinium followed by a delay enabled effective MRI visualization of early MS CLs. This triple dosing improves sensitivity for visualizing immune cell infiltration in lesions with damaged BBB compared to standard-dose gadolinium MRI. 5 
Stringent analysis criteria
Evolution of the lesion enhancement was tracked through the presence or absence of gadolinium-enhancing regions in specific voxels with visible hyperintensity on T1-and T2-weighted imaging, fluid-attenuated inversion recovery, and proton density-weighted sequences. The use of combined masks and coregistered images effectively revealed CLs. Exclusion criteria were clearly stated.
Novelty of results
The results showed 36% of patients with early MS had gadolinium enhancement in the cortex at various time points throughout the study.
Study limitations Image rating and evaluation
Since only 2 (experienced) individuals analyzed 2 key aspects of the study, the rater's opinion could influence subsequent stages of the study. For example, distinguishing lesions that had "sufficiently large" cortical involvement is partially subjective and could alter false-negative/false-positive rates. Alternatively, 2-3 independent raters could identify gadolinium-enhancing lesions and CLs. This would add rigor and minimize bias.
Disease spectrum and treatment arms
Clearly, recruiting sufficient patients who are clinically similar is challenging. Because this study uses a timeline approach for analysis, however, the results could be confounded by including multiple disease states (i.e., CIS, relapsing-remitting MS). For example, the inflammatory (and radiologic) pattern between the transition between CIS and diagnosed MS may differ from that of relapsing-remitting MS: in one study, patients with CIS showed no evidence of brain atrophy year to year, whereas patients with relapsing-remitting MS (either direct relapsing-remitting MS or converted from CIS) lost ;0.2% of brain parenchymal volume per year. 6 Further, CLs are more prevalent in patients with relapsing-remitting MS (CLs found in 64% of patients' brains) than in those with CIS (CLs in 36% of patients' brains). 7 In addition, combining patients on 2 separate immunomodulatory treatment regimens into one group for internal analysis is a potential confound. While the BECOME study demonstrated no quantitative differences in active lesions, it did not describe the spatial localization of lesions between the interferon-β and glatiramer acetate groups. 8 Therefore, it would be beneficial to understand whether either treatment arm had more leukocortical lesions. Additional analyses could indicate whether the treatments altered temporal dynamics of lesions (i.e., acute vs persistent lesions).
Underestimation of inflammatory lesions
Because all patients in the study were treated by immunomodulators, the inflammatory lesions presented may underestimate the underlying pathology. In early articles describing the use of interferon-β and glatiramer acetate in treating MS, one critical readout of efficacy was the attenuation of lesions on MRI. 9 If, as the authors show, there are transient, acute inflammatory lesions that resolve over time, this effect may be enhanced in patients who are not taking immunomodulatory drugs. Therefore, one could examine data from previously performed placebo-controlled trials to assess the existence and persistence of early CLs in MS.
Use of conventional imaging techniques
Normal-appearing brain parenchyma, as assessed by conventional imaging, can in fact have pathologies that are revealed using more advanced technologies. For instance, compared to 3T MRI (used in this study), ultra-high-field 7T MRI detects twice the number of CLs; further, other advanced techniques such as 3D double inversion recovery and phase differenceenhanced imaging could help improve discovery of CLs. 10 Future studies on early MS could further enhance CL identification by using cutting-edge imaging techniques.
While the damaging effects of MS on white matter have been extensively characterized, the relative contributions of gray matter lesions to MS pathology have been radiologically elusive. Using longitudinal gadolinium-enhanced MRI from the BECOME study, Maranzano et al. provide evidence that early leukocortical lesions occur during early MS, many of which disappear with no evidence of pathology on follow-up scans. These novel results suggest that early MS gray matter pathology may be related to BBB breakdown. This work provides the foundation for future studies exploring how the distribution, timing, and quantity of CLs may inform novel mechanisms of disease or markers of prognosis in MS.
